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Introduction: 

 
Welcome to the AB & SissC Dictionary. This is a modest effort to compile a 
lexicon of words whose meaning is interpreted from the particular 
perspective and experience of the Adult Baby, Sissy or Ward. It is not 
intended as a dictionary solely of AB-Sissy words, although it does include 
many such words. The Dictionary for the Adult Baby & Sissy is selective and is 
not meant to be exhaustive, as in the case of a standard dictionary.   

This humble work has been written in adoration, honour and worship of 
magnificent GovernessX, who has so positively influenced my life through her 
subtle and skilful exposure to me of the riches, wonders and mysteries of the 
Adult Baby World. GovernessX’s pioneering work is beautifully crafted and 
expressed by her in her website at www.governessx.com 

The social linguists tell us that, due to the powerful forces of globalisation, 
the majority of the world's languages will probably be extinct within a 
hundred years. Those that will survive will either be linked to global 
commerce or (pertinent for us ABs) have a very strong socio-cultural identity. 

One of the essential tasks of preserving any language is to systematically 
capture its vocabulary or word meanings in some written form or other. I 
have attempted this here for the AB vocabulary. However, in so doing, I wish 
to declare that, due to my novice AB status, I am lacking the necessary 
knowledge, experience and AB maturity to properly do justice to this noble 
task. It is my earnest hope that the AB & SissC Dictionary can perhaps serve 
as a platform for other ABs, more experienced and learned than I, to improve 
and develop it in the future.  

The completion of the AB & SissC Dictionary would not have been possible 
without the support of Baby col-col, GovernessX’s beloved forever newborn, 
who was enormously helpful in so many practical ways, from discovering and 
posting the wonderful letter graphics, to helping with all sorts of IT issues, 
and for his generous assistance throughout. I cannot thank you enough, Baby 
col-col, for all your kindness.   
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Finally, it is my hope that you will enjoy dipping into and savouring the AB & 
SissC Dictionary at your leisure.    

In honour of Glorious GovernessX. 

sissy baby charlotte 

May 2007 
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Favourite Sissy / Baby ‘A’ Names:  Abby, 
Adam, Alana, Alex, Alexis, Alexandra, Alice, 
Alicia, Alison, Ally, Amanda, Amelia, Amy, 

Angelica, Angie, Andrew, Annabelle, Annette, 
Antonia, Avril 

 

AB n. acronym for adult baby which is the desire of an adult to be regressed 
to the state of a helpless, dependent and vulnerable newborn baby, toddler 
baby or sissy baby under the control of a dominant female figure, such as a 
Mummy, Governess, Nanny or Auntie. 

Abacus n. traditional counting device of beads on a wire frame which sissies / 
babies train on to learn their simple math, 123s. 

 Abase v. to humiliate, degrade; the fate of a sissy / baby who is subject to 
the nursery regime of a dominant Governess / Mummy.     

Abashed adj. ashamed or acutely embarrassed, as with a sissy-girly having to 
inform her Governess of a little accident in her knickers.    

Abate v. to become less severe or diminish, as the decreasing pain of a 
naughty sissy’s / baby’s bottom having been punished by his Governess / 
Mummy.  

Aberration n. action or behaviour that is unacceptable, as in a sissy / baby 
failing to adhere to the high standards of a Governess / Mummy. 
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Abide (by) v. to accept or obey, as an obedient and goodly sissy / baby of the 
rule & law of its Governess / Mummy.  

Abject adj. (sissy / baby) humiliated, wretched and despicable. 

Ablaze adj. burning, as in a well-spanked sissy / baby bottom. 

Abnegation n. renunciation, the giving up of something, as in a newbie sissy / 
baby of its former pretend-big-boy possessions.    

Abracadabra n. magic word heard in sissy / baby nursery stories.    

Abrasion n. patch of skin made sore by friction, as a baby’s nappy-rash 
bottom.    

Absorbent adj. able to soak up liquid easily, as in a diaper or terry cloth 
nappy full of baby’s wee-wee. 

Abstain v. to refrain from, as in making sissy / baby creamies. 

Absurd adj. contrary to reason, as in sissy / baby thought and speech. 

Academy n. place for specialised training, as in a nursery for sissies / babies 
in need of discipline, humiliation and re-education. 

Accent n. stress in speaking, as in sissy lisping aka.lithping  

Acceptance n. agreement or admission to one’s inner self that there can be 
no more meaningful an existence than to be a sissy / baby under the control 
& discipline of a powerful Governess / Mummy.  

Accessories pl. n. things to be added to improve the look of a garment, as in a 
sissy’s satin dress with its matching accessories of a bonnet, mittens, ankle 
socks and booties.  

Accident n. unplanned and unpleasant event, as in a baby having done a 
rather large poo-poo in his nappy.  

Acclamation n. (Governess’s / Mummy’s) enthusiastic approval and praise of 
her laudable sissy / baby.  

Accompany v. (sissy) to go in the company of her Governess to church service 
dressed in her Sunday-best sissy outfit.  
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Account v. to give a satisfactory explanation, as in the Governess calling her 
mischievous ward boy to account for his actions; phr. on no account, as in: 
Under no circumstances could the ward boy tell his Governess the truth; 
accountable adj. responsible for one’s actions, as in: The Governess was 
determined that the boy was responsible for his conduct and would, one way 
or another, be made to explain himself.    

Accoutrement n. item of clothing required for a particular activity, as in a 
terry towel bib tied around a baby’s neck before being fed din-dins by his 
Mummy.  

Acculturate v. to successfully absorb someone into a different social group, 
as in: The Governess had succeeded after just one week in regressing & 
acculturating her refractory ward boy to the status of one of the many sissies 
in her nursery regime.  

Accusatory adj. suggesting that one believes a person has done wrong, as in: 
The Governess gave her sheepish sissy an accusatory stare on seeing the 
broken cup on the nursery floor.  

Ache n. continuous or long-lasting pain due to the effect of the Governess’s / 
Mummy’s punishment implements on the bottom or hands of her naughty 
sissy / baby.    

Achilles heel n. weak or vulnerable point, as in a sissy’s tinkle-thing which 
somehow always seems to get her into trouble.  

Acknowledge v. to accept or admit that something is true, as in: The sissy-
student was forced to acknowledge to her Governess-Teacher that, despite 
impressions to the contrary, she did not know what letters came after ABC.  

Acolyte n. sissy attendant or follower of a Governess or some such Dominant 
Lady.    

Acquaint v. to make someone aware of or familiar with, as in: The Governess 
felt it was time that her obstreperous ward boy became acquainted with the 
affliction of her cane.  

Acquiesce v. (sissy) to give consent without protest or being complaint to her 
Governess’s decision to put her into her mackintoshes; acquiescent adj. 
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willing to accept without question, as in said obedient & compliant 
mackintoshed-sissy.  

Acquisition n. object that has recently been obtained, as in: The Governess-
Teacher’s most recent acquisition was a fearsome dragon cane.  

Acrid adj. having an unpleasantly bitter taste, as in the sissy’s compulsory 
daily breakfast meal of salty, cold & lumpy porridge.  

Acronym n. word formed from the first letter of other words e.g. OTK (over 
the knee) or SAB (smack a bottom).    

Action n. thing done, as in: The Mummy’s action of having to smack her baby 
was regrettable, but necessary.  

Actually adv. used to emphasize or contradict something, as in the 
Governess’s words to her errant ward boy: “You mean to say you actually 
expect me to pardon your punishment!”  

Acumen n. ability to take quick decisions and make good judgements, as in 
an experienced Governess / Mummy responding to the many challenges and 
demands of a busy nursery regime.  

Adage n. popular saying expressing a widely accepted truth, as in: Mummy 
knows best!   

Adamant adj. refusing to be persuaded or to change one’s mind, as in: The 
Governess was adamant that her unruly ward boy would be dressed in a kilt 
& long silk knickers for his humiliation.  

Adapt v. to become adjusted to new conditions, as in: The regressed ward 
boy was adapting well to his new nursery regime & environment.  

Add (up) v. to increase in amount or number, as in the Governess-Teacher 
deciding to increase the number of caning strokes to be administered to her 
mischievous pupil from six to a dozen.  

Addled adj. not clear, muddled, as in an addle-brained silly sissy.  

Adept adj. (Governess / Mummy) being highly skilled at age regression, 
control and discipline of pretend-big-boys.  

Adhere v. to follow, observe, firmly sticking with, as in: The obedient sissy 
was trying her bestest to adhere to the rule & law of her Governess.  
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Adjure v. to beg, earnestly entreat, as in a pleading sissy / baby prior to 
receiving corporal punishment from its Governess / Mummy.    

Admirable adj. (Governess / Mummy) deserving of respect and approval by 
an awe-struck sissy / baby.  

Admission n. confession by the frightened ward boy to his imperious 
Governess that he had not told the whole truth of the matter.  

Admonish v. (Governess ) to reprimand her sissy firmly for failing to curtsey 
in her presence;  

admonitory adj. giving or expressing a warning or reprimand, as in: The 
Governess lifted an admonitory finger to her discourteous sissy.  

Adore v. to worship, love intensely, as a sissy / baby of its Governess / 
Mummy / Owner; adoration n. act of such worship, intense love.  

Adorn v. to beautify, make more attractive, embellish, as in a Governess 
adorning her sissy’s curly ringlets with pretty pink bows.   

Adroit adj. skilful, expert, clever; important attribute of a Governess / 
Mummy.   

Adulation n. excessive admiration, as shown to a Mummy by a newborn or 
little one who is completely dependent on her for its every need.  

Adult Baby n. see AB.  

Adult Baby Law (of GovernessX) n. An adult baby needs its Mummy and is 
weak and helpless every day.  

Adult Baby Motto (of GovernessX) n. Make a creamy.  

Adult Baby Promise (of GovernessX) n. I promise that I will do my best: to 
suck my dummy, to wet and fill my nappy, to gurgle and cry and to keep the 
AB Law.  

Aeon n. very long period of time, as in a sissy / baby having to spend in the 
corner or on potty punishment. Aesthete n. person who is appreciative and 
knowledgeable of art & beauty, as found in an artistic, erudite & 
sophisticated Governess / Mummy.  
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Affable adj. good-natured, polite, as in a supplicant sissy always eager to 
please her Governess.    

Affect v. to move someone emotionally, as in a sissy greatly affected by her 
Governess’s caring, but firm, concern for her wellbeing.  

Affection n. feeling of fondness or liking, as in: Despite his rather impish 
nature, the Governess had great affection for her ward boy; affectionate adj. 
Governess readily showing such affection.   

Affliction n. giving of pain, as to the marked bottom of a naughty sissy / baby 
by a Governess’s / Mummy’s leather strap.    

Affront n. action or remark that causes offence to a Governess / Mummy by 
a soon-to-be-very sore sissy / baby.   

Afire or aflame adv. on fire (as in the bottom of said sissy / baby).   

Aflutter adj. (sissy) in a state of agitated excitement on being instructed by 
her Governess that she is to perform her dances for her visiting lady friends 
that afternoon.   

Afraid adj. (sissy / baby) regretful, frightened of its angry Governess / 
Mummy following an error, indiscretion or misdemeanour.    

Aftermath n. result after an unpleasant event, as the stripes of the ward 
boy’s sorry bottom following a birching by his Governess-Teacher.  

Aftertaste n. strong or unpleasant taste lingering in the mouth of a baby after 
having being given three large spoonfuls of gripe water by his Mummy.  

Agape adj. /adv. (of a person’s mouth) wide open, as in a Mummy’s baby 
about to receive the big pacifier dum-dum into his little mouth.    

Age (regression) n. act of a person being returned to an earlier age or a less 
advanced stage of life, as in: The pretend-big-boy was forcibly regressed by 
his dominant Governess to the status of a mere nursery baby.  

Aggravate v. to make worse, as in: The sissy’s predicament was only 
aggravated by her refusal to accept her punishment gracefully.  

Aggrieved adj. (ward boy feeling) resentful because of the unfair punishment 
he had just received from his Governess.  
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Aghast adj. struck, stupefied with terror, horror, as in a shocked sissy looking 
aghast at the whippy cane being wielded by her Governess.  

Agile adj. nimble, quick, as in a sissy’s lively dancing & skipping.    

Agitation n. state of a baby’s anxiety or concern at being denied a feed of 
breastie milky by his Mummy.  

Aglow adv. glowing, as in a sissy’s / baby’s spanked red raw bottom.    

Agog adj. very eager to see something, as in: The sissy was agog with 
curiosity about the new satin dress which her Governess had ordered for her.  

Agony n. great distress, suffering of body or mind, as imposed by a Governess 
/ Mummy on her sissy / baby as a feature of its nursery regime.  

Agoraphobia n. fear of open spaces by a sissy / baby when being brought 
outside in frillies & mackintoshes by its Governess / Mummy.   

Ah! interj. exclamation of surprise, as in: “Ah! Has baby finally wet his nappy 
then?”  

Aim v. to point at a target, as in: The Governess-Teacher raised her strap 
high, taking careful aim to bring it down with force on her ward boy’s open 
palms.  

Airer n. frame or stand in the nursery for the airing or drying of a baby’s 
laundry.  

Akimbo adv. sissy hands on hips and elbows turned outwards, as in a sissy’s 
dramatic posture before her Governess.    

Alacrity n. brisk eagerness or enthusiasm, as in: The excited sissy accepted 
with alacrity her Governess’s invitation to see the parade.  

Alarm n. notice or warning of danger, as in a baby’s tinkle bell alerting its 
Mummy to his willy-wanky swell.   

Alas interj. sissy’s / baby’s cry or expression of grief, pity or regret.    

Album n. blank book in which a sissy keeps pictures of her favourite dresses 
& dollies.   

Alert n. state of being watchful for danger, as in: The Governess was alert to 
the danger of her hand-leashed sissy walking too close to the road.  
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Alfresco adj. and adv. in the open air, as in: The Governess and her band of 
sissies were enjoying their alfresco picnic meal together.  

Alice band n. flexible band worn to hold back the curly, ringletted hair of a 
beautified-sissy.  

Allegiance n. commitment or loyalty to a superior person, as expressed by a 
sissy / baby who is subject to its sovereign Governess / Mummy.   

Alliteration n. occurrence of the same letter or sound at the beginning of 
words that are close together, as in: silly satin sissy or fussy frilly fronts.  

Allow v. to let or permit someone to do something, as in: The Governess-
Teacher allowed her ward boy a short break between his lessons.  

Alluring adj. attractive and charming, as a sissy dressed in her lovely taffeta 
dress.    

Almanac n. yearly calendar with important information, events and dates on 
the nursery programme of an organized Governess / Mummy.    

Almighty adj. having great power, omnipotent, as in a Goddess Governess / 
Magnificent Mummy.   

Aloft adj. and adv. on high, overhead, as in: The Governess-Teacher held her 
taws aloft in preparation for her sissy-pupil’s punishment.  

Alone adj. and adv. on one’s own, by one self, as in: The disruptive ward boy 
was put standing alone in the corner by his Governess.   

Aloof adj. (Mummy) being apart or distant from her baby, all the more to 
make him increase his need for her.  

Aloud adv. out loud, so as to be heard, as in: The Governess made her 
stuttering sissy read the poem aloud.  

Alphabet n. ordered set of sissy / baby letters or symbols, ABCs; alphabetical 
adj. in the order of the letters of the alphabet, as in: Each morning at the 
start of class, the Governess called out the nursery roster of her sissies’ names 
in alphabetic order.  

Alternate adj. one after the other, by turns, as in: The Governess-Teacher 
decided to apply two sets of six strokes of her taws to the boy’s alternate 
hands.  
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Altruism n. sissy / baby principle of living unselfishly for the good of all 
Governesses / Mummies in the world.    

Alumnus n. graduate of The GovernessX College of Sissification, 
Infantilisation & Discipline.    

Amazement n. (sissy’s / baby’s) constant astonishment and surprise at the 
Wonder that is its Governess / Mummy.   

Amazon n. strong female of legend, as in the Victorian Disciplinarian 
Governess.    

Ambience n. atmosphere and character of a nursery which a Governess / 
Mummy carefully cultivates for her sissy / baby.    

Ambivalence n. co-existence of two conflicting sissy / baby desires, as in pain 
& pleasure.    

Amends pl. n. (in phr. make amends) making up for doing something wrong, 
as in: The remorseful sissy did extra chores to try to make amends to her 
Governess for her infraction.  

Amiable adj. pleasant, friendly, as in the true disposition of a sissy willing to 
please her Governess at every turn.   

Amoral adj. non-moral, having no developed moral qualities, as in a 
Mummy’s newborn.   

Ample adj. large, as in the Mummy’s ample bosom freely proffered to her 
fortunate baby.  

Amuse v. to cause to smile, laugh or entertain; a sissy’s / baby’s unending 
mission to its Governess / Mummy.  

Anaclitism n. condition which an adult baby derives sexual arousal from 
objects he associates with being an infant; closely related to diaper fetishism 
and infantilism 

Anathema n. something that one detests, as in: A lack of cleanliness & 
hygiene in her sissies was anathema to the fastidious Governess.  

Androgynous adj. partly female, partly male, as in a sissy-girly with a boy-
tinkle.  
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Angel n. perfect sissy / baby with the qualities of beauty, gentleness, 
kindness, purity, etc; angelic adj. very beautiful, innocent, kind, as in: The 
baby’s angelic little face simply melted her Mummy’s heart.    

Anger n. (Governess’s) strong feeling of extreme annoyance or displeasure at 
the behaviour of her incorrigible ward boy.  

Anguish v. to be very distressed, anxious, as in a sissy anguished at what her 
Governess might do on discovering she had spilt her juicy all down her lovely 
silk dress.   

Anklet n. ankle ornament which may be worn to beautify a satin frilly sissy.    

Annal n. record of the events of one year, as in a nursery annal maintained by 
a reminiscent Governess / Mummy and complete with sissy / baby 
photographs.  

Announcement n. act of stating or announcing something, as in: Given the 
fine weather, the Governess announced to her delighted sissies that there 
would be a picnic outing in the park that afternoon.  

Annoyance n. state of a Governess being annoyed or vexed by her sissy’s 
unexpected wrong answers to her spelling test of simple words.  

Anomie n. lack of the normal standards of expected or good behaviour by a 
sissy / baby.  

Answer n. something said or written by an intimidated sissy in response to 
the penetrating questions put to her by her interrogating Governess.  

Anticipation n. act of being aware of and preparing for a future event, as in a 
Mummy anticipating her baby’s need for milky by preparing several bokkles 
of milky formula in advance.  

Anticlockwise adv. and adj. in the opposite direction to the way in which the 
hands of a clock move round, as found in a nursery clock so as to ensure that 
sissies / babies have no sense of real time.  

Anus n. botty-hole where Governess / Mummy inserts her lubricated, latexed 
finger for a sissy’s / baby’s rectal examination.    
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Anxious adj. feeling or causing worry or unease, as in: The sissy became 
anxious when she saw her Governess-Teacher walk over to open the nursery 
punishment cabinet.  

Aperture n. sissy’s / baby’s opening, hole (to be plugged by its Governess / 
Mummy).    

Aphorism n. short phrase that states something true, as in: Babies know 
nothing!  

Aphrodisiac n. substance of a Governess / Mummy to excite a sissy’s / baby’s 
sexual desire, as in breastie milky and / or sweet nectar.    

Aplomb n. self-possession, assurance and calmness of a refined Governess / 
Mummy.    

Apology n. sissy’s / baby’s acknowledgement of offence & expression of 
regret, written (with crayon) or spoken;  

apologetic adj. (remorseful sissy / baby) admitting and showing regret for a 
wrongdoing (having first being punished by its Governess / Mummy).  

Appal v. to cause great shock or dismay, as in: The Governess was appalled at 
her sissy’s complete lack of understanding of the simple text.  

Apparel n. (sissy) clothing of satin dress, bonnet, mittens, petticoat, chemise 
& frilly knickers.  

Applause n. act of praising a sissy / baby by the hand-clapping of a Governess 
/ Mummy.    

Appliqué n. ornaments, embroidery, etc. secured to a sissy’s / baby’s clothes. 
   

Appreciative adj. (sissy / baby) feeling or showing gratitude to its Governess / 
Mummy for everything that she does for her / him.   

Apprehensive adj. (ward boy) worried or afraid about what will surely ensue 
having failed to complete his class assignment for his strict Governess-
Teacher.  

Apprentice n. novice learning sissified / infantile ways under the prescribed 
conditions of a Governess / Mummy.    
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Apprise v. to inform or tell, as in a Governess / Mummy explaining to her new 
sissy / baby entrant: I had best apprise you of the new situation that you face 
here in your nursery regime.  

Appropriate adj. suitable or proper in the circumstances, as in: There is an 
appropriate time for sissies / babies to be potty-trained.  

Approve v. to believe that someone or something is good or acceptable, as 
in: The Governess approved of her sissy’s earnest and sincere request for a 
new dolly.  

Appurtenances pl. n. accessories associated with a particular activity, as in 
crayons, markers and paper for a sissy’s pathetic drawings.  

Apron n. sissy’s pretty pinnie to protect her fussy frilly fronts; (protective) 
apron n. garment worn by a Mummy to protect her skirt when having to 
spank her sodden baby for not crying to alert her on wetting his nappy.    

Apropos prep. with reference to, as in: The silly sissy kept smiling down at 
her empty plate apropos of nothing.  

Aptitude n. natural ability or tendency, as in: The Governess deduced that 
her newbie sissy had a remarkable aptitude for lisping.  

Armband n. inflatable plastic band worn around the upper arm of a floating 
sissy as a swimming aid.  

Arithmetic n. art of reckoning by sissy / baby numbers, 123s.    

Aroma n. sweet smell and fragrance of a Governess / Mummy oh so very 
attractive to her sissy / baby.    

Arouse v. to excite someone sensually, as in: The baby became aroused when 
his Mummy skilfully applied the oily, creamy and talcy to his tinkle-toy & 
plummies.  

Arrangement n. plan for the future, as in: The Mummy had put in place the 
necessary arrangements for her baby’s rectal examination & enema.  

Arrant adj. utter, complete, as in the Governess’s reprimand to her errant 
sissy: What arrant nonsense!  
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Array v. to display or arrange in an impressive way, as in the nursery 
punishment implements of a Governess / Mummy set out before her terrified 
sissy / baby.    

Ascendancy n. natural control and dominance of a Governess / Mummy over 
her sissy / baby. 

Ashamed adj. affected with shame and embarrassment; intrinsic state by 
which a sissy comes to realize that she is indeed a sissy.   

Asinine adj. extremely stupid, foolish, as in: The Governess was determined 
to deal with the asinine behaviour of her unruly ward boy.  

Assembly (school) n. early morning gathering of sissy-students to hear a 
stern address from their Governess-Headmistress, with occasional public 
punishments of birchings & canings administered.   

Assiduous adj. attentive, diligent, thorough, as in: The Governess was 
assiduous in her duties towards her nursery sissies.   

Assignment n. task allocated by a Governess to her sissy as part of her 
nursery study work.    

Assorted adj. of various different sorts put together, as in a sissy struggling to 
organize her different beads into separate colour groups.  

Assuage v. to make less intense, soften, pacify, as in soothing a sissy / baby 
with a dum-dum, milky bokkle or breastie suckle.    

Assume v. to take control or responsibility, as in the instruction given by a 
Governess to her recalcitrant ward boy immediately prior to his corporal 
punishment: Assume the position!   

Assured adj. having or showing confidence, as in: The baby was greatly 
comforted by his Mummy’s assured, calm voice.  

Astonishment n. state of a sissy / baby being continually impressed and 
surprised by his Governess / Mummy.  

Astray adv. from the right path or direction, as in: The Governess-Teacher 
was intent on disciplining her wayward ward boy to prevent him from going 
astray.  
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Astride adv. with Governess / Mummy’s legs apart and straddling over the 
sides of her ecstatic sissy’s / baby’s face.   

Astuteness n. good judgement and shrewdness; critical trait of a Governess / 
Mummy in the effective nursery management of her sissy / baby.    

Atlas n. book of maps or charts; principal educational aid for the teaching of 
basic Geography to a sissy-student by her Governess-Teacher.   

Atonement n. action of making amends or reparation by a sorry sissy / baby 
for a wrongdoing committed; one of the four pillars of GovernessX’s Lesson.   

Atop prep. on top of, as in a Governess / Mummy atop of her charmed sissy’s 
/ baby’s face.   

Attainment n. something that one has achieved, as in a studious sissy’s 
attainment of finally being able to count her numbers, 123.  

Attendance n. sissy’s / baby’s invited and privileged attending in the 
presence of her Governess / Mummy.    

Attention deficit disorder n. condition found in silly sissies marked by 
hyperactivity, poor concentration and learning difficulties.  

Attentiveness adj. watchful, heeding, taking care of: key attribute of the All-
Seeing, All-Knowing Governess / Mummy.  

Attire v. to be dressed in clothes of a particular kind, as in a Governess 
dressing her made-sissy in pretty dresses, petticoats & frillies.  

Attract v. to draw attention to or cause a reaction to, as in an eclectic 
Governess / Mummy of her fascinated & enthralled sissy / baby.  

Attrition n. gradual reduction of someone’s strength through prolonged 
pressure, as in a ward boy under attrition from his Governess's nursery 
regime of control. discipline and humiliation.  

Audacity n. sissy’s / baby’s lack of respect, rudeness & impudence resulting in 
severe corporal punishment by its Governess / Mummy.   

Aunt(y) n. dominant sister of a baby’s Mummy.    

Aura n. distinctive atmosphere or quality associated with someone, as in: The 
Governess had a powerful aura of control and dominance about her.  
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Austere adj. severe or strict in appearance or manner, as in a traditional 
disciplinarian Governess.   

Author n. writer of AB–Sissy life (fact or fiction); in the form of a book, story, 
scribbles, poem, ditty, rhyme, song, etc.   

Authoritarian adj. (Governess / Mummy) demanding the absolute obedience 
of her sissy / baby to her authority.  

Authoritative adj. (Governess / Mummy) commanding and self-confident; 
likely to be respected and obeyed.   

Authority n. power of a Governess / Mummy to give orders to her sissy / 
baby and to enforce its total obedience.  

Autocratic adj. (Governess / Mummy) taking no account of the wishes of her 
sissy / baby and insisting on complete submission.  

 Autoeroticism n. self-produced sexual arousal, as in a sissy’s / baby’s self-
creamy (on thinking about its beautiful & bewitching Governess / Mummy).    

Avail n. use or benefit, as in: The ward boy’s futile protests to his Governess 
about his impending punishment were to absolutely no avail.  

Avow v. to declare or confess something openly, as in: The besotted sissy 
avowed her eternal and undying love for her Governess.  

Await v. to wait for an event, as in: The petrified ward boy was standing in 
the corner awaiting in trepidation for the return of his Governess to punish 
him with her cane.  

Awe n. feeling of great respect mixed with underlying fear; natural 
disposition of a sissy / baby towards its Governess / Mummy.    

Axiom n. statement regarded as obviously true, as in: Only a Mummy knows 
what’s best for her little one.  

Azure n. sky blue, one of the favourite colours of a Mummy for her little baby 
boy. 
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Favourite Sissy / Baby ‘B’ Names: Barbara, 
Barbie, Barney, Beatrice, Becky, Belinda, 

Benny, Bess, Bessie, Betty, Bernie, 
Bernadette, Billy, Blossom, Bluebell, 

Buttercup, Bobby, Brenda, Bunny 

 

BA acronym for ‘Baby of Arts’; primary humanities degree for the aspiring 
studious baby.  

Babble v. to speak foolishly, incomprehensively, as in baby-speak; babbling n. 
confused, excited, silly baby-talk.  

Babe-in-arms n. nursery child very young to be holding an official title or 
position as assigned by the Governess, as in The Nursery Senior Sissy. 

Babel n. confused uproar, as in a group of sissies lisping away together, 
sitting on their frilly nappied-bottoms in the corner.  

Baby n. infant, guileless person who is totally dependent on its Mummy for 
its every need & orifice.  

Baby ability n. extremely limited capacity of a nursery baby to do but a few 
simple things, such as sucking, crying, filling the nappy, while all the time in 
need of its Mummy.   

Babied adv. treated as a baby, as in a Mummy spoiling, pampering, coddling, 
indulging, cosseting, spoon-feeding her little one. 
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Babinski reflex n. reflex curling upwards of the big toe of a baby when the 
outer side of his foot is teasingly stroked by his Mummy. 

Babygro n. onesie, all-in-one stretch garment for Mummy’s comfy baby.  

Babying adj. as in Babied. 

Babyish adj. childish, immature, infantile; indicative behaviour of a Mummy’s 
baby. 

Babysitter n. Governess / Mummy who sits on her baby’s tummy to feed him 
breastie milky or milky bokkle or to release his creamy.  

Babysitter 2 n. dominant lady friend of a Governess or Mummy who looks 
after a little one while the Governess / Mummy is out, or resting from her 
nursery duties.   

Baby bouncer n. suspended harness into which Mummy places her baby to 
exercise his likkle legs above the ground.   

Baby buggy n. collapsible pushchair used by a Mummy to bring her baby or 
toddler on an outdoor journey. 

Baby carriage n. outsize pram in which a sissy / baby is taken by Governess / 
Mummy for his daily excursion.  

Baby col-col pn. renowned besotted and devoted newborn baby of 
GovernessX who is his Mummy and Owner.  

Baby doll n. doll in the form of a baby lovingly indulged as a toy by a little 
sissy-girly.  

Baby monitor n. display screen which an attentive Mummy watches to check 
that her nursery baby, who is sleeping in a nearby room, is safe and well 
while she entertains her Dominant Lady friends. 

Baby oil n. mineral oil to soften baby’s tender skin after filling his nappy with 
wee- wee and / or poo-poo.  

Baby talc n. powder applied by a Mummy to deodorize and make sweet-
smell her baby’s bottom. 

Baby talk n. way naturally adopted by a Mummy in which she communicates 
with her little one by mimicking his immature speech forms. 
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Baby walker n. wheeled frame in which a baby is suspended in a harness and 
can move itself with its feet; advancement on baby bouncer.  

Baby wipe n. absorbent disposable cleaning cloth which a Mummy uses to 
wipe her dirty baby’s botty. 

Baby’s bits pl. n. euphemism referring to a Nursery Mummy’s endearing term 
for her baby’s tinkle and plums, as in: “Now, let’s make sure that all your 
baby bits are tucked well into the nappy! 

Baby Zsa Zsa pn. baby toddler sister of Baby col-col, as decreed by 
GovernessX.  

Back and forth phrs. to and fro, as in Mummy’s swinging her baby in his baby 
bouncer.   

Back passage n. sissy / baby’s rectum hole.  

Backchat n. unsolicited impudent or rude remarks of sissy / baby resulting in 
his inevitable punishment by Governess / Mummy.   

Backfire vi. consequence of a sissy’s failed plan or scheme, as in the silly 
instigator’s reddened bottom.  

Backhand n. stroke of Governess / Mummy with hand turned backwards 
across a naughty sissy’s open cheek.  

Backside n. sissy / baby’s bottom, botty, buttocks, posterior that is exposed & 
ready for punishment by Governess / Mummy.  

Backslide v. to relapse into naughty ways, as in a recalcitrant sissy / baby.  

Bad adj. offensive, immoral, as in unacceptable behaviour of a naughty sissy / 
baby.  

Bairn n. Scottish born sissy / baby.  

Balderdash n. idle, senseless talk or crayon writing of a sissy / baby.  

Ball n. formal social assembly for sissy dancing.  

Ballroom dancing n. stylized dancing by sissy couples.  

Ball-breaker n. strong, imperious Governess / Mummy who belittles & 
deflates over-confident pretend big boys.  
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Ballet n. theatrical presentation of sissy dancing through formalized set steps 
and gestures.  

Bambino n. Italian sissy / baby; dimin. of bambo  ‘silly’.   

Bamboo n. tropical woody grass with hollow stems for use as Governess / 
Mummy’s canes.  

Banal adj. tediously unoriginal, as in a sissy / baby’s thoughts and words.  

Bandy adj. curved outwards legs of a waddling sissy / baby due to his double 
terry nappy and thick plastic pants.  

Bangle n. ornamental band worn on a sissy’s bare arm.  

Banish v. to expel or make someone leave a place as an official punishment, 
as in Reluctantly, the Governess had no choice but to banish the incorrigible 
ward boy from her nursery for his continuing wayward behaviour and to send 
him to the Juvenile Correctional Facility for much-needed discipline, reform 
and rehabilitation. 

Bare adj. not clothed or covered, as in a sissy / baby’s exposed bottom.  

Barrette n. sissy’s hair-slide.  

Bashful adj. shy and easily embarrassed; natural trait of a silly frilly sissy.  

Basis n. principles by which an activity is carried out e.g. a baby needs his 
nappy changed on a regular basis.  

Bask v. to lie exposed in pleasure and warmth, as a blessed sissy / baby in the 
presence of his Governess / Mummy.  

Basque n. close-fitting bodice garment of Governess / Mummy extending 
from shoulders to waist to make her look sexy & strict.  

Bassinet n. baby’s wicker cradle.  

Bastinado n. form of Governess / Mummy punishment involving the caning 
of the soles of feet of a naughty sissy / baby.  

Bated adj. (in phr. with bated breath) in great suspense, as a sissy / baby 
awaiting his Governess / Mummy’s entrance to the nursery.  


